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To celebrate its 20th anniversary, Scholastic is re-releasing the ten original Magic School Bus titles

in paperback. With updated scientific information, the bestselling science series ever is back!When

Ms. Frizzle drives the Magic School Bus full speed ahead into the ocean, the class takes a

submarine expedition that's anything but ordinary. With a well-meaning lifeguard in tow, the class

takes a deep breath and learns about hot water vents, coral reefs, plant and animal life on the

ocean floor, and more!
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In a starred review, PW praised "this fanciful yet scientifically accurate romp" in which "weighty

information is buoyantly supported by energetic, cartoony illustrations." Ages 6-9. Copyright 1994

Reed Business Information, Inc.

Kindergarten-Grade 4-- Miss Frizzle's class is doing a project on the ocean and learning about the

kinds of animals and plants that live there. Of course, a class trip is in her plan book. Those familiar

with the inimitable school bus and its previous fantastical journeys are in for another treat; those

who are not are in for a wild introduction. With her usual dash and aplomb, the teacher gathers her



students, they board the bus, and off they go on an adventuresome trip to the ocean floor. All listen

as she informs them about the geologic strata they pass, the flora and fauna at the various depths,

the unique interdependence of the undersea world, and in turn, how its survival depends upon

humankind's actions on land. The engaging characterizations and use of informative cartoon

bubbles continue to be a hallmark of this exuberant author/illustrator team. The vibrant text is well

researched and accurate; it is presented with such humor and lightness that everyone will wish for a

seat on that magic bus. A great way to escape a hot, stuffy school, and to embark on a cool

adventure. --Mary Lou Budd, Milford South Elementary School, OHCopyright 1992 Reed Business

Information, Inc. --This text refers to the Audio CD edition.

The "original" Magic School Bus books are great. My daughter loved them and now my grandson

loves them. They have a wealth of information; you can read just the story and learn something and

as the child gets older they can read the side panels and learn even more interesting things.

My son started reading this series at school, he was so interested i've kept buying the next book

and he loves reading them. Great book series!

This is one of the original books which means that they came before the show. The next series (the

square books) are the episodes. These books have tons of fun information and we like them better

though we have the show and a bunch of those books too.

Magic School Bus books are all so much fun to read. A hit with any child.

What more can I say? Magic SchoolBus books are the best. From toddlers through grade school

kids, they appeal. The little ones like the books with the story abbreviated and the older ones want

every word and notation. They also learn a lot.

My son loves these books. The series does a great job feeding a sense of curiosity and wonder in

kids.

I was not pleased with the Magic School Bus cd. It skipped badly & did not play well in my car CD

player. I did not send it back because I didn't want to go to the trouble of sending it back, but I will

not order another one through .



My three year old son just loves this book. The great part is that he can grow into it over time. We

don't read every little note because he doesn't have the patience for it, but some day he will. He

loves hearing about animals and the ocean, so this book is great. Plus, he loves trucks, so the

magic bus is a highlight as well (and in this book it changes into a whole bunch of different vehicles)!
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